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Announcements



Assgiving

● 11/18
● Casa de Fuka and Denton (206 Marta Street)
● 7:30 (because luke's anger management therapy ends at 6)
● Make sure to add what you are bringing on the spreadsheet! 
● Members only event 



Social Media Committee

● Jenna (Secretary) will head the committee
○ Contact her if interested! 
○ 979.777.5618
○ crabtreejenn75@gmail.com
○ cavetamu@gmail.com 
○ https://forms.gle/7GpTMoMvXFt3chPF7 <-sign up form link idk how to get a QR code for dat sry 

● Interested in…?
○ Taking photographs/videos at events
○ Creating content for Facebook & Instagram
○ Organizing photos/videos in Google Drive
○ Assisting with the Aggie Grotto bi-annual newsletter
○ Editing photos for social media
○ Designing posters/graphics for MSC open house
○ Creating end of semester/year slideshow

● Commitment 
○ Up to 6 hours a month
○ Meet 1-2 times a month

mailto:crabtreejenn75@gmail.com
mailto:cavetamu@gmail.com
https://forms.gle/7GpTMoMvXFt3chPF7


Interested in visiting other Grottos?



ASS Library

● Coming soon!
● Be able to rent books on caves, caving, speleothems, etc.
● Members Only
● Books tho

○ So neato



ASS Volleyball

● Team captain: Mason Ammon
● Thursday nights 11pm



Texas Cave Trail

● https://www.texascavetrail.com/
● Spend $150 get a free cool t-shirt?
● One passport, 5 caves, unforgettable 😩😩😩

https://www.texascavetrail.com/


We got no 
meeting next 

week
So sad, can I get 3k likes?

But Dec. 1st is gonna be a big one

● Cave trivia
○ PRIZE??!!

● Mega harry's banger
● Tristan’s Birthday and Izzy’s



Deep & Punkin



Two Caves.
One Weekend.
24 Members.













Bad Air in Caves

By ya boi Evan



What is Bad Air?

- Bad Air or Foul Air can be found in 
many caves around the world, especially 
in Texas during the summer months. 

- Three different types of bad air with 
different causes

- Can become a serious danger to cavers 
given the conditions of the cave

- Mostly determined by concentrations of 
CO2 and O2 in caves 

- CO2 is heavier than rest of air and will 
concentrate in lower levels of a cave



Foul Air: Type 1

- Natural process that will increase levels 
of CO2, but will not affect levels of O2 in 
the cave. 

- Levels of CO2 will increase in caves 
over the summer months due to an 
increase in decaying matter and 
respiration in the soil that will increase 
levels of CO2 dissolved in groundwater

- Common in Texas caves near San Saba 
and Burnet counties

- Seasonal changes will change 
concentrations of CO2 in caves



Foul Air: Type 2

- Bad air in caves caused by respiration 
from Humans or Bats 

- Levels of O2 will decrease, while at the 
same time  levels of CO2 will increase

- This can be a more inherently 
dangerous type of foul air

- Notable example in A.S.S of this foul air 
type would be this most recent Powells 
trip



Foul Air: Type 3

- Bad Air caused by significant reduction 
in O2 and an increase of other gases 
such as methane or hydrogen sulfide

- Sometimes called a “stink damp” due to 
the strong odor these caves produce

- Rare to find in most caves,, but can be 
lethal 



Different types of 
gases in caves



Carbon Dioxide (CO2)

- Most encountered dangerous gas in caves
- CO2 is heavier than other gases and will 

concentrate in the lower parts of caves
- Respiratory center of brain detects levels 

of CO2 in blood based on the acidity of our 
blood

- CO2 leaves the body as there is higher 
concentrations of CO2 in the blood than 
the surrounding air

- When the concentration of CO2 in the air 
increases, the lungs cannot remove CO2 
from the blood. This condition is called 
Hypercarbia and can be lethal

- Surface level: 0.039% CO2
- 1% CO2 - increased rate of respiration and 

heart rate
- 3% CO2 - breathing heavy at rest, 

headaches
- 5% CO2 - most cavers will be puffing, slow 

walking, loss of judgement
- 10% CO2 - result in most carvers passing 

out. Anything above this can be lethal
- Hypercarbia symptoms: headache, nausea, 

increased pulse rate and respiration, 
peripheral vasodilation



Oxygen (O2)

- Lack of O2 can be accompanied by 
an increase in CO2

- Humans can survive relatively long 
periods of time with low 
concentrations of O2, but cannot 
survive nearly as long with an 
increase in CO2 concentration 

- Surface Level: 21% O2
- 17.5% O2 - adequate to work if for a few 

hours
- 13% O2 - increased rate of breathing
- 10% O2 - lips will turn blue and headaches 

develop
- 8% O2 - complexion turns blue/grey, very 

rapid breathing
- 6% O2 - unconsciousness is rapid
- 2% O2 - rapidly fatal (after about 45 sec)



Methane (CH4)

- Can enter caves naturally from 
decaying vegetation or coal. 

- Odorless gas
- The main danger is not with health 

but in the risk of explosions as 
methane gas is flammable. Will only 
explode in concentrations between 
5% - 15%

- Methane can be invited by electric 
spark, flame, naked light, etc.

Symptoms of exposure include:

- Rapid respiration
- Impaired muscular coordination
- Impaired judgement
- Nausea and fatigue
- Coma and even death



Hydrogen Sulfide (H2S)

- Most notable for its “rotten egg” smell
- Can be a very toxic gas, and is 

caused mainly by rotting vegetation 
- Very rare in caves or mines

Other Notable Gases: Carbon Monoxide, 
Sulphur Dioxide, Nitrous Oxide

- 0.1 ppm - smell just detectable
- 100 ppm - eyes are affected and become 

sore, rapid breathing, headaches, 
coughing, muscular weakness, cold sweats

- 1,000 ppm - unconsciousness followed by 
eventual death

- 6,000 ppm - instant paralysis followed by 
rapid death



How do we monitor 
bad air in caves?



Bic Lighter Test

- CO2 and O2 detectors can be utilized in 
caves to determine concentrations of 
gases. These are expensive and are mainly 
used by surveys and those monitoring cave 
environments. 

- Most cavers use small handheld lighters to 
determine if there is bad air.

- Bic Test: lighter will flicker and form a gap 
between the jet and flame at 18.5% O2. A 
one inch gap is observed at 17.5% O2, with 
the flame eventually going out. At 17%, the 
Bic lighter will not light (Butch Fralia, 1989)



- Matches will not light in air 
containing more than 1% CO2. 
As a general rule, cavers are 
advised not to go where the 
match does not light.

- Candles will burn up to 4% 
CO2

- Higher concentrations of 
approximately 6% CO2 are 
required to extinguish carbide 
lamps and gas flames



https://m.youtube.com/watch?v
=hUKdhmzOqtQ



What do we do if we 
encounter bad air?



Don’t Panic!

- If you panic in a situation where you 
encounter bad air can in a sense increase 
bad air as you are increasing your 
respiration 

- Do not run or rush your way out of a 
chamber/cave. Calmly and efficiently  leave 
the chamber/cave

- In most cases of bad air, you can survive 
many hours in those environments so 
rushing to leave a cave can lead to bad 
decisions and risk of falling or other bodily 
harm



Don’t Panic!

- In A.S.S, we are fortunate in that we cave 
during the fall and spring and therefore 
don't have to worry as much about Foul 
Air: Type 1.

- Foul Air: Type 2 can easily be avoided by 
limiting the number of people in smaller 
chambers and the time spent in those 
chambers

- Trip Leaders are prepared for Bad Air and 
will know how to deal with these 
environments

DON’T


